Wylie and Producers Work Together to Stay Ahead of the Weeds
The advance of glyphosate resistant weeds in Round-Up Ready®
cotton and soybeans has forced farmers to find alternative chemicals to maintain weed control. Problems arise when 2,4-D is used in
cotton or Dicamba in soybeans. These chemicals can be trapped
in the pores of rubber hoses along the spray boom, only to be released weeks or months later in subsequent applications of other
chemicals causing crop damage and reduced yields.
Gaylen Stukey, a cotton farmer from Hale County, Texas, saw these
problems and searched for a solution. Stukey noted, “We had to
2,4-D damaged cotton
flush 25-30 gallons of spray chemical out of the boom every time
before we sprayed. Otherwise, the 2,4-D would burn the cotton until we got all the hoses cleared out, leaving strips on the end of burned cotton.” He added, “The problem is when we spray 2,4-D in the spring, all
summer long the 2,4-D would weep out of the hoses. We constantly had to flush the boom out before we
sprayed the cotton.”
In 2016, Gaylen Stukey and the engineers at Wylie Manufacturing collaborated on a project to solve the problem of contaminated chemical damaging the cotton crop. The result is the Wylie Spray Wyng II boom with the
optional Spray Loop System.

Gaylen Stukey, Hale County,
Texas, cotton farmer

Wylie starts with their 108’ Spray Wyng II boom although 100’, 90’ and 80’
booms are also available. Most of the west Texas cotton is planted in 40”
rows. The 108’ boom fits 32 – 40” rows. Stukey chose to mount the boom
on a 3 point hitch with a 400 gallon spray tank and twin 300 gallon side
mount tanks on his Case IH 210 CVT Magnum tractor. Commenting on
the complete sprayer, he stated, “It works real well. Being on the 3-point
on the tractor, it rides real good; it’s stable and easy to run. With the boom
covering 32 rows, we are able to stay on the tractor tracks of our 16 row
40” planter.”

Gaylen Stukey prefers the 3-Point boom mounted on his tractor, compared to a self-propelled sprayer, for a
variety of reasons. Stukey stated, “The biggest difference is cost. If you are on 40” rows, there is no self-propelled sprayer out there that will work with your 40” rows if you want to have a 32 row sprayer that stays on
your 16 row 40” tractor tracks. The advantage for us is driving on our tractor track pattern. The LEPA sprinklers
water every other row,
so after watering or
a rain, we are able to
spray sooner compared to driving on or
across wet, soft rows.”
Stukey likes the fact
that he has 1,000 gallons of total capacity. When asked how
the 300 gallon side
mounts and 400 gallon
spray tank are man-

Wylie 108’ Spray Wyng II boom with Spray Loop System controls weeds in cotton

aged, Stukey said, “The Trimble controller is running the sprayer. We use the tractor saddle tanks to nurse
the rear tank. These saddle tanks have their own controller (Raven 450) to be used with the planter or other
implements. I just turn it on and let it slowly feed the 400. We have two pumps running.” Stukey sprays as
much as 58 gallons per minute, making the 1,000 gallon capacity necessary.
The Wylie Spray Wyng II boom is equipped with nozzles on 10” spacing (15” and 20” spacing also available).
Stukey chose the Turbodrop® Dual Fan nozzles for maximum coverage. Stukey explained, “With herbicides
like Liberty that require large amounts of water, we can get those volumes out there without having to drive
so slow and cover the ground quicker. You also get a lot better coverage on the weeds. On the 10” spacing
with #3 nozzles at 25 gallons per acre, we are able to run about 11 miles per hour.” Stukey continued, “The
10” nozzle spacing gives us three spray options. We can run on 10” spacing for high volume applications.
On lower volume applications, we can turn off every other nozzle and spray on either side of the row or spray
over-the-row and bottom-of-furrow.”
The most significant innovation is the
Spray Loop System that was incorporated with the Wylie 108’ Spray Wyng
II boom. The Wylie Spray Loop System includes stainless steel wet boom
plumbing, polyethylene hoses around
the boom pivot points, a return line
and electric valve to the spray tank.
For cost savings, the spray chemical
is routed through rubber hoses from
the tank to the boom valves, located
on the boom at the various boom sections. The spray chemical is distributed through stainless steel tubing to the
nozzles as the tubing cannot absorb
Wylie Spray Loop System includes stainless steel wet boom
any 2,4-D or Dicamba. Additionally,
and recirculating system
polyethylene hose (which does not absorb chemicals) is used to route around boom pivot points. Stukey explains the Spray Loop System as he
states, “When the sprayer sits overnight or for a time, the hoses shrink and chemical is pushed out of the
pores of the hoses. The Spray Loop System takes that chemical and dilutes it back into the tank so that you
will never notice it; until your hoses (several years down the road) become so contaminated that you need to
re-plumb the sprayer. But until that time you’ll never have to flush the boom on the ground and waste chemical. It’s a lot simpler to re-plumb the rubber hoses. It’s basically one hose out and one hose back.”
In regards to the recirculation of the Spray Loop System, Stukey added, “If you wire it properly, every time you turn
the boom master switch off, it automatically opens the recirculation valve and sends the chemical back to the tank.”
Stukey was asked what he thought were the main advantages of the Wylie Spray Loop System. “It’s the
large chemical savings”, he said. “Because you are not having to flush out 20-30 gallons of chemical every
time you pull into a field; and it will do it automatically…you don’t even have to remember to do it. It also
works great with the Easy Flush feature for a very fast and thorough rinse of the spray boom when changing
chemicals for different crops.”
Find more information on the Wylie Spray Loop System and the Wylie Spray Wyng II boom at www.wyliesprayers.com.
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